
     New Hope Elementary School - Expectations/Rules Matrix 

 

 

*Leveled Voices*  

0-Silent       1-whisper       2-indoor (normal)       3-outside (loud talk) 

 

 

 

 

Bright Knights 

are: 

Classroom Cafeteria  

Rules 

(0-2) 

Hall/Walkways Rules 

(0) 

Playground  

Rules 

(0-3) 

Restroom  

Rules 

(0) 

Arrival/Dismissal Rules 

(0-1) 

Responsible 

 *Keep hands, feet, food 

and objects to yourself 

*Stay on task 

*Turn in completed tasks 

*Listen to and follow 

directions. 

*Walk 

*Stay seated when at 

table 

*Keep hands, feet, food 

and objects to yourself. 

*Walk on the right side 
*Face forward 

*Keep hands, feet, and 

objects to yourself. 

*Walk until we are in our 

zone. 

*Keep hands, feet, and 

objects (sticks, mulch, 

rocks) to self 
*Use equipment 

appropriately. 

*Walk 

*Wash hands 
*Keep water in the 

sink 

*Use facilities (stalls, 

sink, wall) 

appropriately. 

*Walk  
*Stay seated and face 

forward 
*Keep your hands, feet, 

and objects to yourself. 

Respectful 

*Raise your hand to 

speak 

*Respond appropriately 

to others thoughts and 

ideas 

*Use appropriate 

language 

*No hoodie on head 

*Clean up after yourself 

*Use appropriate 

language 

*Clean up after yourself 

*Use appropriate language 

*Take turns 

*Use appropriate 

language 

*Respect other’s 

privacy 
*Clean up after 

yourself 

*Use appropriate 

language 

*Wait your turn 

Use appropriate language 

Ready to Learn 

*Have all materials 

ready for the lesson 

*Sit upright in chair 

*No hoodie on head 

*Use correct voice-level (0-

2) 

*Use correct voice-level (0) 

*Go directly to your 

destination 

*Use correct voice-level 

(0-3) 

*Line up when time’s up 

*Use correct voice-

level (0) 

 
 

*Use correct voice-level (0-

1) 

*Keep up with your 

belongings 

Teacher 

Expectations 

*Actively monitor  

students during 

instruction, work time, 

small group, etc. 

*Model appropriate 

behaviors, voice tone, 

questioning, response to 

others. 

*Have a system to help 

students monitor work 

completion and group 

dynamics. 

*Walk my class through the 

cafeteria line 

*Be on time to drop off 

and pick up my students 

 

*Use a system to know where 

my students are at all times 

* Maintain visibility of all 

students at all times 

*Model appropriate voice 

levels in hallway. 

*Actively monitor student 

safety 

*Make sure one teacher 

closely monitors every 

area where students are 

playing. 

*Walk my students to your 

zone. 

*Make sure an 

appropriate number 

of students are in the 

bathroom at any 

given time. 

*Ensure students stay 

quiet in hallway. 

*Stand at my 

post/doorway and actively 

monitor students. 

*Walk students down the 

hall. 

*Ensure all students are 

dropped off in the correct 

place. 

*Monitor (0) voice levels 

with students 
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materials ready 
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*Use correct voice-

level (0-1) 

*Keep up with your 

belongings 
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